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Abstract
In this paper we present a concurrency control algorithm for a semantic data model and its performance analysis. The Taxis language offers an entity-based framework for designing interactive
information systems and a data model which supports generalisation, classification and aggregation
as abstraction mechanisms. The paper discusses design, implementation and performance for a
system intended to support long-term activities in a multiuser environment.
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Introduction

The importance of handling long term processes has long been recognized as important to the
effective modeling of applications for information systems [Olle, 1982]. Taxis [Mylopoulos, 1980],
a semantic data model intended for the design of interactive information systems, supports an
advanced feature for the specification of communication between transactions, in addition to the
enabling conditions between transactions called script [Barron, 1982]. A script is similar to a Petri
net skeleton augmented by activation preconditions and interprocess communications primitives
based on Hoare's communicating sequential processes [Hoare, 1978]. Scripts are active entities
that have internal states and interchange messages, which makes them useful for long-term process
management. In an application running scripts we can expect to have hundreds of instances of
scripts alive at the same time; but not all will be active, since many of these will be waiting for
a reply or for the occurrence of some event, such as the maturity date of a long term deposit in
a financial institution. We claim that these kinds of features for the development of information
systems will certainly give a more natural way to structure information systems in terms of the
entities in the world.
The Taxis semantic data model offers an entity-based framework, which supports generalization, classification and aggregation abstraction mechanisms. Scripts, like all other Taxis, entities
are organized into generalization hierarchies with their states and transitions defined in terms of
aggregation. For a general introduction to Taxis we refer the reader to [Nixon, 1987b].
The existence of many instances of scripts in the system concurrently alive but not all active,
and permitting each script to instantiate other scripts and to execute many transactions entails a
series of interesting problems from the implementation point of view. The main problem addressed
here is the role of concurrency control in the handling of long-term process and the performance
we can expect from the system. We also address the implementation of semantic data models via a
relational data base system from the point of view of performance in a multiuser environment.

In section 2 we outline the basic concepts of the Taxis data model. After the analysis of a storage
implementation in section 3, we present the concurrency control mechanism in section 4. In section
5 we discuss the performance implications in terms of the proposals in sections 3 and 4, and finally
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in section 6 we present conclusions and future research issues.

•2

Taxis Data Model

In this section we present an introduction to the basic features of Taxis, in order to have a general
framework for the rest of the paper.
Taxis as a semantic data model offers an entity-based framework in which elements in the world
are considered as entities and inter-relationships between these elements are the attributes of the
entities. This framework permits the elements in the world to be represented in the system independently of its attributes. A component of the entity-base framework is the referential integrity
constraint, which states that every referenced entity must exist in the database. Entities in Taxis
are grouped in classes and classes are structured as IsA hierarchies where more generic classes are
located above less generic classes with the rule that each instance of the less generic class is an
instance of the less generic classes. This structure gives us the concept of attribute inheritance,
that is each of the classes inherits all the attributes from the more generic ones. Taxis supports
multiple inheritance: a class can be a specialization of more than one class at the same time. In
Taxis, classes are also entities which are instances of metaclasses and metaclasses can be structured
in IsA hierarchies. A class can have attributes which is a way to have aggregate information; the
system by itself updates the cardinality attribute for all classes.
Taxis as a semantic data model offers a rich set of semantic integrity constraints (hereafter
"assertions"). The role of these constraints is to guarantee the validity of the database states and
the transactions between them. Assertions are defined in a declarative way. In Taxis the assertion
enforcement language is restricted to avoid those assertions whose enforcement could disrupt the
performance of the system. For more details see [Chung, 1988]. The important issue here is that
in Taxis each transaction first validates the proposed changes with respect to the database and the
integrity constraints and then executes the updates.

2.1

Long Term Processes: Scripts

Scripts offer a Petri net-like formalism, inspired by [Zisman, 1978] extended with inter-process communications, enabling conditions for transitions and user interface facilities ; all this is cast in the
Taxis framework. An example modeling employment with a company is presented in Figure 1. The
state eReadyToHire will be an instance of a state class, ReadyToHire, when an Employment script
is instantiated. One of the actions of the transition, increaseSalary, is calling the ReviewSalary
transaction. Note two assert~ons included: as1 requires that an employee's start date precedes
his/her retirement date; as2 requires that full time employees who have worked for the company for
more than 3 years earn over $25 000.
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detine scriptClass Employment(e: FullTimeEmployee) with
locals
timeToincreaseSalary: $Time
tenure: Positiveinteger
dateToProcessRetirement: $Time
states
eReadyToHire: ReadyToHire
eWorking: loninitialState
eRetired: loninitialState
transitions
hire
trom eReadyToHire
to
eWorking
actions
a1: timeToincreaseSalary <- I* set time to increase salary•/
a2: dateToProcessRetirement <- e.retirementDate
a3: dateToProcessRetirement.day <- e.retirementDate.day - 1
increaseSalary
trom eWorking
to
eWorking
conditions
c1: $now atter timeToincreaseSalary
actions
bi: tenure<- $now.year - a.employment.year
b2: incr <- I* determine the increment •/
b3: [e,incr].ReviewSalary
b4: timeToincreaseSalary.year <- timeToincrease [Salary.year+ 1]
retire
trom eWorking
to
eRetired
conditions
r1: $now atter dateToProcessRetirement
actions
s1: I• buy gold watch•/
assertions
as1: dateToProcessRetirement atter e.employmentDate
as2: e.sal > 25000 or tenure<= 3
endScriptClass
Figure 1. Sample Script Declaration
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Like Petri nets, scripts are graphs with two kinds of nodes, states ( "places" in traditional Petri
nets) and transitions. The description of a state includes assertions which must be true in that
state, while the description of a transition includes a list of activation conditions that must be true
for the transition to fire and a list of actions that are to be executed in that case. Actions may
involve calls to Taxis transactions and other scripts, and the raising and handling of exceptions.
A transition is enabled if all its input states are active but not all its conditions are satisfied. A
fireable transition is an enabled transition with all conditions satisfied and a running transition is

one that is executing actions. This definition of the semantics of scripts is useful for the programmer
because it permits procedural definitions for long-term processes in the topology of the script net,
as well as definition of declarative assertions over states and transitions.

3

Storage Implementation

The representation of data structures in the semantic data model as relations implies the advantage
of having a well established technology to support the implementation; however the presence of
multiple inheritance and the expected diversity of classes, requires a careful analysis of the strategy
for attribute storage as presented in [Nixon, 1987a). Any relational data base system includes some
query optimization mechanisms to improve the system performance, and support for some concept
of transaction [Schmidt, 1983), however we believe that most of the systems available in the market
now, do not have the features required to support an implementation of a Semantic Data Model
such as Taxis in a multiuser environment efficiently. The main limitation are in the areas of locking
mechanisms and file structures. We have shown [Rios-Zertuche, 1988) that using any relational data
base system which supports concurrency control at the tuple level or greater is enough to guarantee
the correctness of the shared access to the data base in Taxis. We defer the discussion of this to
the performance section. Now we present an implementation strategy that will be useful for the
performance characterization.

3.1

Storage Mapping

The implementation of entities implies the requirement of having a unique identifier for each entity
that has been known to the system. Once an entity is deleted from the database 1 there is no way
to recreate it. A fundamental property of an entity in Taxis that there is always a unique most
specialized class, and the importance of having inexpensive access to this information suggests the
convenience of concatenating the most specialized class identifier to a time stamp as a surrogate
identifier. This identifier is used in the representation of relationships to other entities. In Taxis we
represent an attribute whose value is another entity as an assignment of the surrogate identifier for
1

Assuming the transaction who deletes the entity conunits.
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the entity to the attribute. The deletion constraint permits a data entity to be removed only when it
is not being used as an attribute value. For example, if we have an attribute boss for employee which
is another employee, we only can delete the employee "john" if it not the boss of other employee.
This constraint is enforced by means of a reference counter per entity in the database. We propose
to store this information as a binary relation:
ENTITY( entity, BackReferenceCounter)
When we need to retrieve all entities with a particular most specialized class, a partial match
strategy over the entity identifier is enough to answer the query. The strategy for attribute value
storage is similar to the one proposed by Nixon [Nixon, 1987b], triples consisting of: subject, attribute, attribute-value. The difference is that we concatenate subject and attribute in one field,
thus we have a binary relation:
VALUE(EntityProperty, value)

If some of the attributes were defined over domains not compatible in storage requirements, such
as long strings, we can ever split this relation into as many as necessary and at compile time we
can direct the request to the appropriate relation without penalty. 2 The number of entities whose
most specialized class is a class c is called min-class cardinality of c, and is an important piece of
information from the database, we keep it in main memory as a binary relation:
CLASS( Class, min-classCardinality)
We expect this relation to be very small, with static size equal to the number of classes defined
on the schema. Recall that Taxis does not allow changes to the schema. More details about the
reasons for having the schema structures in main memory can be found in [Nixon, 1987a].

3.2

File Structure

The structure of the database requires an implementation efficient in retrieval and capable of growing without performance deterioration. We propose the adoption of the modification to Litwin's
[Litwin, 1980], linear hashing proposed by [Burkhard, 1983] to support arbitrary sequences of operations to the file in an efficient way including partial match retrieval. Larson [Larson, 1982] has shown
we can expect retrieval of a single record in a little more than one access and insertion and deletion
in about three accesses with a storage utilization level of 85%. Of course the effectiveness of the
strategy depends on the key distribution. Robinson [Robinson, 1986] has shown how to dynamically
incorporate in the design of the hashing function information about the distribution of the keys for
2

1n general this is equivalent to binding to a data type not necessarily known to the programmer.
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the specific case of Burkhard's work. This increases our confidence in obtaining performance comparable with Larson's predictions. There are two important implementation issues to think about:
first the buffering strategies and second the strategy to allocate the files on secondary storage. The
applications are expected to handle a large amount of information, therefore we must handle very
large relations which are accessed simultaneously by many transactions. We assume the requests are
uniformly distributed over all the database. We can distribute the Address space for the hashing
function over more than one physical disk unit, sharing the total service demand.

3.3

Implementation Analysis

In Taxis we assume a database to be large. Thus the database is assumed to be stored in secondary
storage. The relation containing aggregate information about classes is memory resident. Here we
assume disk technology in the range of IBM 3380 disk drive (1986) [Salzberg, 1988], and its typical
operating characteristics. We use the following characterization for the database for the analysis;
the size of the schema (S) is the number of classes defined. The classes in the schema are organized
as a IsA hierarchy with an average depth (L) from the most general class to the more specialized
ones. The average number of attributes in each class (A) including inherited specialized an new
ones. The entity valued attributes are those attributes whose value is a reference to an entity in the
database, thus they involve back-reference handling. Let V be the average number of entity valued
attributes per class.
Schema

Expected

Parameter

Value

S:

Number of data classes (schema size)

L:

Average number of levels of specialization

1000

5

( depth of the generalization hierarchy)
A:

Average number of attributes per class

10

(new, inherited and specialized ones)
V:

Average number of attributes entity valued
Database

Expected

Parameter
N:

5

Value

Total number of data entities

106

in the database

R:

Average number of entities per data class

N/S
Table 3.1 Database Parameters.
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103

These parameters correspond to what we understand as a moderately large database for Taxis.
The size of the data elements is related to the size of the database and the volatility of the information
in it, we need a new surrogate identifier for each entity arriving to the system. A counter six bytes 3
long will be enough to handle 280 x 10 12 entities. We keep the class identifier two bytes long. (We
do not expect more than 65,536 classes in a database.) For the attributes we assign an identifier to
each attribute per class and one byte will be enough to handle up to 256 attributes per class. In
the following we assume all attribute value domains to be equivalent in their storage requirements
to one entity identifier. Thus we have the following database size, assuming integers 4 bytes long :
Expected Value

Relation

Relation

Parameter

INSTANCE

VALUE

Key length (bytes)

8

9

Tuple size (bytes)

12

16

10 6

107

Database size (Mbytes)
280
Table 3.2 Storage Parameters.

658

Average number of tuples

The low level operations over the relations include: inserting a new tuple (It)i deleting a tuple

(Delt)i deleting a tuple if and only if some field is equal to zero (Del;JJ) (here what we want is to
have an operation that if the back reference counter is not equal to zero returns an error status);
incrementing or decrementing some field by one in a tuple (U1orD ); retrieve a tuple (Rt); retrieve
and update some tuple (UR)· All these operations are atomic. That is, the system guarantees that
no one can get access to the data elements involved in an operation until it finishes, and no other
operation which requires the same disk unit can interrupt the operation. For example, if a disk
is waiting for the write phase of an update, no other operation can request the disk for a seek or
to read another block. The implications of the above definitions are of two kinds. First, we avoid
the splitting of updates and increment and decrement operations into a read and a write operation
requiring one seek each, thus improving response time. Second, the above structuring of the atomic
operations will have important consequences in the performance analysis of the database under
concurrent access as we show in section 5 of the paper.
An analysis of the timing for each operation requires the following parameters: dtt data transfer
time per bucket assuming each bucket is equivalent to one block of 2400 bytes is 0.84 ms, r average
rotational latency 8.3 ms,

s

average seek time 16 ms. For the case of linear hashing [Salzberg, 1988]

obtains the following results for files with a load factor of 70 percent, time for a successful retrieval

Tr= 1.05 x (r + s + dtt)
3 Assuming

= 26 ms.; for an unsuccessful retrieval Tr'= 1.27 x (r + s + dtt) = 32 ms.;

eight bits per byte
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insertion Ti= 2.62 x (r + s + dtt) = 66 ms .. For our atomic operations we have:
time (ms)

Operation
It

Insert a tuple = Ti

Delt

Delete a tuple = Tr'

Deli//

Delete a tuple iff zero= Tr'

UrorD

Increment or Decrement =

Rt

Retrieve a tuple = Tr

UR

66

+ 2r

49

+ 2r
Tr + 2r

49
43
26

Retrieve an Update = Tr + 2r
43
Table 3.3 Disk service time per physical operation.

Now we can define a mapping from operations in Taxis to these atomic physical operations:
Taxis
Operation
Insert

Atomic Operations
It

Delt

DeliJJ

Rt

UR

V

l+A

Delete

UrorD

A

1

V

Retrieve

1

Update
1
2V/A
Table 3.4 Atormc physical operations per Taxis operation.
It should be noted that the analysis of atomic operations by Taxis operation does not consider the
integrity constraint enforcement workload, which in the case of complex schemas can be a substantial
share of the retrieval workload [Chung, 1988].
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Concurrency Control

The effective utilization of the data resources in a database requires sharing data between the users.
Taxis is not the exception and as in other cases like operating systems and traditional databases
the undisciplined access to the shared resources corrupts the data. In Semantic data models the
differences with respect to traditional data models are two: the enforcement of the abstraction
mechanism independently of the user; and the enforcement of the integrity constraints by the system
on behalf of the user. In Taxis the atomic unit of execution is called transition. 4 A transition is
composed of one or several actions; each action can be a call to a subprogram called transaction.
Transactions can be nested to any depth, and all run serially. In order to avoid terminology conflicts
we will adopt the term subtransition to reference the language construct transaction in Taxis. In
this paper the terms "transaction" and "transition" are equivalent.
4

In the traditional theory of concurrency control a Taxis "transition" is equivalent to a transaction.
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4.1

Algorithm

Now we will propose a concurrency control algorithm for Taxis based on two phase locking. Locking
is a mechanism frequently used to synchronize access to shared data [Bernstein, 1987]. The scheduler
controls the order in which the operations over the data are executed, by delaying or temporarily
rejecting some of those operations. Each data item in the database has an associated lock, and each
transaction that wants to access a data item must hold the lock on it before the scheduler grants
the access rights for the transaction. If another transaction holds the lock the transaction must wait
for the lock to be freed. Each transaction must obey the two phase protocol, that is the transaction
can obtain all the locks it needs but after the release of a lock it can not obtain another. As a result
we can define one lock type for each kind of operation, (e.g., read, write, increment, decrement)
and attach to each data item a lock of every lock type, obtaining what is called generalized two
phase locking [Bernstein, 1983]. Of course to attain serializability certain combinations of locks are

excluded, e.g., if transition A reads x no one can obtain a write lock on x. Two locks conflict if they
cannot be concurrently held by different transactions on the same data item. The conflict properties
of lock types are determined by the commutativity properties of the operation: Basically if we have
two operation kinds R(x) and W(x) acting over the data item x; we say that there is a conflict
if R(x) • W(x) -::p W(x) • R(x) for some x, where (·) is the compose operator. Let us define some
terminology and notation for the concurrency control algorithm.

Definition 4.1 The set £ is the set of all entities in the database, and C is the set of all classes in
the schema, then let us define the most specialized class function, MSC : £

---+

C, as a total function.

This implies that in Taxis all the entities have a unique most specialized class.

Definition 4.2 Let us define an attribute as a function from one class to another as a mapping
which assigns to each member of the first class {domain) one or none members of the second( range).
Note here that the function can be partial. Let A be the set of all attributes defined in the schema.

Definition 4.3 The IsA arc, from class C to class D, implies that C is a specialization of D, let I
be the set of all IsA arcs .

Definition 4.4 A Taxis schema is a directed graph G

= (V, L)

,such that:

l. V is a set of vertices such that V ={ classes defined in the schema }

2. L is the set of edges such that L

=A UI

3. An attribute edge (u, v) connects two vertices in V, where u is the domain and vis the range
of the attribute.
4. The IsA arcs define an acyclic subgraph of G.
5. The labels of all vertices and edges are distinct.
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Definition 4.5 The specialization hierarchy is the graph S

= (V, L), such that Sis induced from

G by the set of arcs I with the direction inverted, let S* be the specialization closure, defined as the
transitive closure of the specialization hierarchy.
Definition 4.6 The minimum-class membership of a class c is the set of entities which have that
class as their minimum class, more formally {e I MSC(e)

= c},

let minimum-class cardinality be

the cardinality of the minimum-class membership set.
Definition 4. 7 The membership of a class c is the union of the minimum-class memberships of c
and of all the classes adjacent to c in the specialization closure graph S*, let the population of the
class c be the cardinality of the membership set of the class.
Definition 4.8 Let Op be the set of operations defined over the database, whose members are:
1. Access(c), iteration over the membership of class c.

2. Retrieve(e,a), get the value of attribute a for entity e.
3. Modify(e,a,newValue), replace the value of attribute a, for entity e, with new Value.
4. Delete(e), delete entity e from the database.
5. Insert(c), insert a new entity in class c and return the entity identifier for the new entity.
6. InsertValue(e,a,newValue), inserts an attribute a for entity e, with value newValue.
L,et 0, stand for an operation in Op, and

c,, e,, a,

be respectively the class, entity and attribute

to which operation 0, refers to. Also note that e,.minClass stands for the class into which e, was
inserted.
We will assume two intrinsic operators over the schema GS* ( c) an operator that generates a set
of all the classes adjacent to c in S*, and GA( c) an operator that generates a set of all the attributes
defined, specialized or inherited by the class c.
The locking scheduler delays operations which do not commute with other already scheduled operations; this scheduler is characterized by a commutativity predicate F : Op x Op

--+ {

true, false}

that tells which pairs of operations in Op commute. Let us define a commutativity function for
Taxis, FT, as follows:

where:

= true iff
((0, = Access) I\ (0j E {Access, Retrieve, Modify, Insert Value}))

Fh(0,, 0j)
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V

((e; .. minC/ass) ¢ GS'"(c;)) I\ (O; = Access) I\ (O; = Delete))

V

((c; ¢ GS'"(c;)) I\ ((O; = Access) I\ (O; = Insert))

V

(e;

V
V

false

i= e;) I\ ((0; i= Access) I\ (O; i=

Access))

= e;) I\ (a; i= a;) I\ (O; E {Modify, InsertValue}) I\ (Oj
(( e; = e;) /\ ( a, = aj)) /\ (( 0, = Retrieve) /\ ( Oj = Retrieve))
(((e;

E {Modify, InsertValue})))

otherwise

Basically this function states which operations are compatible. For instance the second and third
line in FT, state that an access operation can be executed concurrently with any other operation,
such as this operation does not modify the membership of the class being accessed.
A commutativity predicate F is sound if and only if F(O,, O;) =true implies O; • Oj

= Oj • 0,

[Bernstein, 1981]. We say that F is effective if there exists an algorithm (effective procedure) to
determine its truth value.
Theorem 1 The commutativity predicate FT is sound and effective.
Proof sketch The effectiveness property comes from the fact that we need only elementary set

operations and logical operators to evaluate the function. The soundnees of the function comes from
the observation that the commutativity predicate never is true when one operation modifies in any
sense the objects of relevance for the other.
Details of the proof can be found in [Rios-Zertuche, 1988]. The generalized two phase lock, with
commutativity predicate FT satisfies the serializability theory from the point of view of the Taxis
user. However, as Bernstein et. al. [Bernstein, 1983] have shown, the difference between the user
interface and the system interface is the source of many inconsistent implementations. Thus we are
going now to define and analyze the algorithm in terms of the file structures and operations defined
above.

4.2

Implementation Level

For the implementation to be correct we must first show that the translation function t from Taxis
to the system is correct and second the translator must at least weakly preserve the commutativity
of FT, we say that a translator t weakly preserves the commutativity predicate F, if t translates
commutative user operations into programs whose concurrent execution is computationally equivalent to a serial execution [Bernstein, 1981]. Furthermore if with the same function t, the physical
locking schema permits running concurrently only a subset of those transactions satisfying FT, we
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have an equivalent and correct physical locking algorithm. The commutativity function at system
level for the atomic operations defined above is:
It

Delt

Del,11

U1orD

Rt

UR

It

false

false

false

false

false

false

Delt

false

false

false

false

false

false

Del,JJ

false

false

false

false

false

false

U1orD

false

false

false

true

false

false

Rt

false

false

false

false

true

false

false false
false
false . false false
UR
. .
Table 4.1 Commutativity function for physical operations .
Due to space limitations we are not going to present the translator functions; details can be found
in [Rios-Zertuche, 1988]. In the following analysis we are assuming that most of the insertions and
deletions are done about the most specialized classes in the schema, the relaxation of this assumption
requires statistical information over the particular schema and application involved. The number
and kind of physical locks requested by each operation in Taxis is shown in the following table:
Locks
Taxis
Operation

Class
U1orD

Insert

1

Delete

1

Value

Instance
Rt

It

Del,11

1
1

U1orD

It

V

A

Delt

V

UR

A
1

Retrieve
Update
Access

Rt

2V/A

1

1
Table 4.2 Physical locks per Taxis operation.

This table indicates that each Taxis operation must hold certain kind of locks, over the appropriate relation, e.g., the operation insert locks the class c into which it is inserting and also all the
classes adjacent to c in the specialization closure graph of the schema. In the table we see the
number of locks equal to one in agreement with the assumption above.

5

Performance

In this section we introduce the model for performance analysis, and discuss the main implications

of the proposals and the general bounds on performance expected with the inclusion of concurrency.
Also we characterize the performance of a system assuming the database resides on the kind of disk
specified in section 2, assuming that the transactions in general are I/0 intensive. That is we assume
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that the resources requested from the Central Processing Unit (CPU) are not the main issue here.
We believe this assumption is reasonable for data intensive applications.

5.1

Background

For the purpose of modeling the data resource under shared access, we utilize a version of Tay's
model of locking with waiting time [Tay, 1985]. Tay suggests a simple model that makes independent
the performance factors of resource utilization and demand over the database. In his model the
transactions are modeled as a series of request for elements from the database with an inter-request
time equal to the average processing time for each data element. If the requested element is locked
by another transaction, there are two choices: first the request can join a queue and wait for the
data element to be freed, or second the transaction can abort. (In general this is the way to model
deadlocks over the database.) The probability of conflict depends on the size of the database, the
transaction length, the number of transactions in the database ( executing and waiting for a data
element), and the average time required to serve each request.
We obtain the inter-request time by means of a queueing network model. In queuing network
modeling the system is represented as an interconnection of queues. Each queue corresponds to
an individual service resource at which service is required by transactions. The service demand of
a transaction at center k, Dk, is the total amount of time the transaction requires in service at
that center. We refer to models with transaction workload as open models, and we characterize its
workload by the number of transactions arriving per time unit (arrival rate). Closed models are those
whose workload is described by the average number of transactions in the system. For a more general
introduction to queuing network models we refer the reader to Lazowska et.al. [Lazowska, 1984].
From the point of view of the system the workload can be modeled as a continuous stream of
transactions coming from a variable size population of users, where the users are the scripts alive in
the system. Each script can not only submit many transactions at the same time, it can instantiate
many more scripts. Thus the only way we can characterize the workload on the system is by the
statistical properties of the transaction stream generated by the scripts average arrival rate, average
length of the transaction, and of course the composition by kind of data operation over all the
transactions arriving to the system. In this paper we characterize the workload as a stream of
transactions, each transaction being defined in terms of the average characteristics of the expected
population in the system.
Tay found a closed-form solution for the model, applicable in cases when the system is working
beyond the so called data contention thrashing point, which is the activity level where the square
of the transaction length (k) times database size (D) over the number of transactions in the system

(N) is equal to 1.5 (k 2 x D/N

= 1.5).

Tay's model represents the system as a closed system,

that is the number of transactions in the system is constant. For us this is a restriction because
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in our interpretation of the workload the fixed parameter is the arrival rate of transactions to the
system; thus we need an open model for the system. The transformation to an open system is easy.
We need only to solve the model for the number of transactions expected in the system having as
input the arrival rate. By a simple iterative process we can find the solution. First, we solve the
queueing network model assuming no data contention, obtaining the residence time and the number
of transactions in the system. Second, the iteration body of the loop consists of solving Tay's model
for the expected number of executing transactions. This computes the total number of transactions
in the system and the number of execution steps lost by deadlock resolution. After inflating the
service demands for each transaction, sharing the resources wasted by aborted transactions between
the incoming transactions, we start the next iteration. The iteration continues until convergence in
the number of steps lost.
The model is able to handle two important typical situations in the applications of semantic data
models. First, we can expect different levels of activity in the database, such as the case of heavy
access to the class cardinality, and second, we expect shared requests over certain data elements and
exclusive requests over others. The way this is represented is by changing the size of the database to
an equivalent size under the prescribed kind of access. For the case of non-uniform access we have a
fraction c of the database objects, with a probability b for a lock request to ask for a granule in the
fraction c. The effect is to reduce the size of the database size from D to D/(1 + (b- c) 2 /c(l - c)).
For shared locks we define the parameter e as the probability that a lock request is for an exclusive
access (i.e., a write-lock); thus the performance for transactions that access the database of size D
in shared mode is the same as that for transactions that write one of size D/(1 - (1- e)2). For an
extensive treatment of these results the reader is referred to the original source [Tay, 1985]. We will
state our analysis in Tay's framework.

5.2

Asymptotic Performance Bounds

In this subsection we analyze the upper bound in terms of the maximum throughput attainable from
the system. We consider the problem of data contention under the assumption of no limitation in
the number of CPUs and disks for a requests. That is, we consider the ideal situation where each
transaction is served by its own CPU and each data element is stored in such a way that no user
needs to wait in a queue for disk service. The extreme case is when only one transaction can access
the database; in this case the throughput for an open system is simply the inverse of the total of
the service demands over all service centers in the system [Lazowska, 1984]: 1/ I:;= 1 Dk,
The upper bound can be calculated in terms of the maximum number of transactions active in
the database just before the data contention thrashing point Nmax
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= l.5D/k

2

•

Having from Tay

[Tay, 1985], that the number of executing transactions5 Ne is equal to N(l - (k 2 (N/ D)/4.5) in the
pre-data contention thrashing region, we can substitute N ma11:, and have as N ema11:

= D/ k

2

.

The queuing network model for the open system for the upper bound is equivalent to a system
with two delay service centers; one for the CPUs and other for the disk service. The throughput of
this system is equal to Ne/ I:;= 1 Dk. The interesting result here is the ratio between the throughput
with maximum useful concurrency and with only one transaction, which is D / k 2 • This means that
for a typical system where D

>> k2 , the advantage of having concurrency over the database is

important. This result explains our interest in concurrency of semantic data models. In the analysis
above we must observe that the size of the database D is the equivalent size after the corresponding
adjustments for shared and non-uniform access as we explained above.

5.3

Performance Analysis

The performance of the system as we can infer from above is sensitive to the kind of accesses and to
the distribution of the accesses over the database. As we can see in table 4.2, the points of conflict
are: in the class relation the access operation versus insert and delete; for the instance relation the
activity over the back-references counters as a consequence of insertions, deletions, and updates, and
finally in the value relation the conflicts between the retrieves and updates of the attribute values.
The requirement for the access operation of locking the class and all its specializations makes this
operation expensive. We expect not to have many of these, at least over the most general classes
(those classes whose specialization involve large parts of the schema).
In Taxis the selection of the locking schema at physical level minimizes the conflict over the class

and instance relation. Also the knowledge about the semantics of the operations by the choice of
specialized data handling operations reduces the load for the physical device, i.e., the update of
the back-reference counter takes at most one seek. The load imposed by the referential integrity
enforcement mechanism, without the increment decrement kind of lock, requires, each operation
to have an exclusive lock over all the related entities. The effects on performance are equivalent
to reducing the size of the database to a point where the database size is close to the number of
data classes for applications with heavy insert/ delete load or to a database of size equivalent to the
number of entities for applications involving mainly updates.
The relevance from the performance point of view of having an extended locking schema and
data handling operations, supports the statement that implementation of this kind of semantic data
models on a relational data manager of the kind available on the market now, is not feasible if we
require good performance in a multiuser environment.
5
The total number of transactions in the system N is equal to the number of executing transactions Ne plus the
number of transactions waiting for some lock to be freed.
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eReadyToHire

customerOrder

custometCall

retire

eRetired

Figure 2. Employee Script.

5.4

Case Study

Imagine a personnel management system consisting of one instantiation of a script per employee.
Assume the script in Fig. 1 extended with the transition customerOrder and customerCall
as is shown in Fig. 2. Our database contains data about the structure of the company in terms
of branches, departments, etc. However the main component of the database will be information

= 10, average number
of attributes per class A = 10, average number of attributes entity valued V = 5 and total number

about employees. The parameters for the database are: number of classes S

of data entities N

= 2000. We expect to have 2,000 employees with an annual rate of retirement

equal to four percent and an annual staff growth rate of fourteen percent. We assume that salaries
are reviewed every three months after each employee is hired. During the work day each employee
takes customer orders, or answers calls; each of these tasks triggers a transition.
From the script analysis [Rios-Zertuche, 1988] we arrive at the following results:
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OPERATIONS:

Monthly
Frequency

Transition

Access

Insert

Delete

Transition

Retrieve

Update

5

1

7

1

length (operations)

hire

360

increaseSalary

660

12

3

15

customerOrder

1,000,000

8

5

13

customerCall

2,000,000

15

3

18

6

1
80
5
..
Table 5.1 Taxis operations per trans1t1on.

retire

In the table above we make the following assumptions: first we include the insertion of the entity
as part of the instantiation of the script in the transition "hire"; second the retrieve operations not
explicitly declared in the script declaration are a by-product of assertion enforcement. For a methodology to evaluate these quantities we refer the reader to [Chung, 1988], [Rios-Zertuche, 1988]. Now
we need to transform these operations from the Taxis level to atomic operations and to determine
the number of locks. From the Tables 3.4 and 4.2 above, substituting the values for A and V we
have:
Taxis

Atomic Operations

Operation

It

Insert

11

Delt

Del;11

Rt

U1orD

UR

5

Delete

1

10

5

Retrieve

1

Update
1
1
Table 5.2 Atomic physical operations by Taxis operat10n
Locks
Taxis

Class

Operation

U1orD

Insert

1

Delete

1

Instance
Rt

It

Del;JJ

1
1

Value

U1orD

It

5

10

5

Delt

Rt

10

Retrieve

1

Update
Access

UR

1

1

1
Table 5.3 Number of physical locks per Taxis operat10n

Now we are in position to calculate the resources required for the applications and the equivalent
size of the database. First we transform the transition frequencies to arrivals per hour assuming
the system is available eight hours per day twenty days a month. Then, multiplying the operation
frequency from table 5.1 by the number of Taxis operations composing each transition we obtain
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the total workload. The workload is then translated to atomic physical operations by means of
Tables 5.2 and 5.3, i.e., we have 360 "hire" transitions per month, which is equivalent to 2.25 per
hour; each hire operation involves one insert and from table 5.2 each Taxis insert requires in this
case 11 insert-tuple operations, thus this is equivalent to 24.75 insert-tuple operations per hour. In
the following tables we show the total workload for the system in physical operations, and physical
locks:
Atomic Operations

Taxis
Operation

It

Insert

25

Delt

Del;JJ

Rt

U1orD

UR

11

Delete

1

5

3
237,563

Retrieve

Update
68,765
68,765
Table 5.4 Total number of physical operat10ns.
Locks
Taxis
Operation

Instance

Class
Rt

U1orD

Insert

2

Delete

1

It

DeliJJ

2
1

Value
U1orD

It

11

23

3

Delt

Rt

UR

5
237,563

Retrieve
68,765

Update

68,765

Access
Table 5.5 Total number of physical locks.
The average transaction length is then equal to the number of locks (375,140) divided by the
number of transitions (18,757), this is equal to 20 locks. The equivalent database size depends on
the ratio between shared and exclusive locks from Table 5.5. We see that the operations over each
relation can be partitioned into two groups exclusive and shared. The number of exclusive locks
requested is equal to 68,793 and the total of locks is equal to 375,140; then the probability that a
lock request is for an exclusive-lock is equal to 0.18, which gives a factor for shared access over the
database of 1/(1 - (1 - 0.18)2)

= 3.0, this means that from the point of view of performance the

database is equivalent to a one three times larger .without shared locks. The effect of nonuniform
access in this example is not important mainly due to the heavy retrieval load generated by assertion
enforcement. (We are assuming here a schema involving many integrity constraints.)
Once we have the load in terms of physical operations and the structure of the transactions in
length, we can calculate the service demands over each component of the system. For the purpose of
this paper we will assume the service demand on the CPU equivalent to 9.5 millisecond per inputoutput operation executed by the transition. This assumption is equivalent to saying that we have
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efficient code running on a CPU, at full capacity. In this exercise our interest is to drive the system
to the point where the data contention will be the problem not the hardware; thus we assume a
battery of 8 disk units with the load balanced between them. The calculation of the service demand
for secondary storage operations was done in section 2; what we need to do now is calculate the
average service demand by transition. From table 5.4 we have:
Atomic Operations

Taxis
Operation
Insert
Delete

It

Delt

Del;11

1.63

Rt

U1orD

UR

0.48
0.25

0.03

0.11

Retrieve

6,176.65

Update
2,956.88
2,956.88
Table 5.6 Total service demand per hour by operation (seconds).
The average disk service demand per transition is equal to the total ofservice demands divided by
the number of transitions; that is the total of table 5.6 (12,092) over 18757 transitions 12092/18757

=

0.645. For the CPU we have the total physical operations as the total over the table 5.4 divided by
the total number of transitions 375137 x 0.0095/18757

= 0.19 seconds.

Assume we have a system with a CPU and eight disks and the load of the system at the time
span of interest is represented by the workload of this application. We can solve the model obtaining
the following results:
Parameter

Value

Service Demand
CPU (seconds)

0.019

Diskl-8 (seconds)

0.080

Arrival Rate (transitions/sec)

5.21

Equivalent Database Size (tuples)

31,902,900

Transaction Length (physical locks)
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Taking these parameters as input and solving the model we obtain the following results:
Parameter

Value

Response time (seconds)

36.45

Database workload

1.14

Utilizations:
CPU

0.99

Dkl-Dk8

0.42

Transactions running

140

Transactions waiting

48
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The high number of transitions in the system is a direct consequence of the utilization level in the
CPU. Note also that the system is close to the data contention thrashing point ( database workload
close to 1.5). A symptom of this is the number of transitions waiting for a lock. Unfortunately these
kinds of models depends very much on the response time. Recall we are using the queueing network
model to find the inter-request time for Tay's model. Response time is the most sensitive output
from a queueing network model [Lazowska, 1984], however we can expect good results for conditions
of no saturation.

6

Conclusion

This paper studies the effect of concurrent access to a database in semantic data models, like Taxis
which offers constructs for modeling long term processes. The performance analysis is based on
Queueing Network Models, and Tay's model for locking in centralized databases. From the analysis
we can draw the following conclusions:
(i) There are no inherent problems m this kind of model to preclude its efficient
implementation. From the analysis we can see that the abstraction mechanisms do not impose
any limitation to the number of users on the system doing useful work. The limitations on the
throughput that we can obtain from the system depends on the hardware available, not on data
contention.
(ii) The implementation of semantic data models on relational database systems, of
the kind currently available commercially, is not reasonable. The limitations are the semantics of the concurrency control mechanisms and the inflexibility of the physical storage strategies.
These factors restrict the effective sharing of the database.
Future work includes the relaxation of some homogeneity assumptions, and the extension of the
model to multiple classes of transactions. We are interested now in a more detailed analysis of the
process manager for scripts, and as suggested by our performance bounds analysis, we are working
on extending the process manager over a distributed system.
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